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Abstract
AIM: To verify that the T stage has greater weight 
than the N stage in the staging of colorectal cancer.

METHODS: Open data from the Surveillance, Epidemi-
ology, and End Results program were reviewed and an-
alyzed according to the T stage, N stage, and patients’ 
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observed survival (OS). The relative weights of the T 
and N stages were calculated by multiple linear regres-
sions based on their impact on survival. Risk scores for 
25 TN categories were then calculated from the T and 
N stage relative weights, and a rearranged tumor node 
metastasis (TNM) staging system was proposed via  a 
cluster analysis of the TN scores.

RESULTS: Both T and N stages significantly affect the 
OS of patients with colorectal cancer. Moreover, the T 
stage has greater weight than the N stage in the TNM 
staging system of colorectal cancer. For colon cancer, 
the relative T and N stage weights were 0.58 and 0.42, 
respectively, and for rectal cancer, the relative T and 
N stage weights were 0.61 and 0.39, respectively. On 
the basis of cluster analysis of the TN scores, T1N1a 
was classified to stage Ⅰ, and T2N1a-1b and T1N1b-
2a were classified to stage Ⅱ in our revised TNM stag-
ing system for both colon and rectal cancer. For colon 
cancer, T4bN0 was classified to stage Ⅲa, but for rectal 
cancer, it was classified to stage Ⅲb. 

CONCLUSION: As the T stage affects colorectal cancer 
survival more significantly than the N stage, the TNM 
staging should be revised by relative T stage weight. 

© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Co., Limited. All rights 
reserved.
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Core tip: The 7th edition of the American Joint Commit-
tee on Cancer (AJCC) tumor node metastasis (TNM) 
staging system for colorectal cancer can not predict 
survival linearly by stage. We propose that the T stage 
has greater weight than the N stage, more especially in 
rectal cancer than in colon cancer. Moreover, in this ar-
ticle, we propose a revised scheme for the 7th edition of 
the AJCC TNM staging system. In our revised scheme, 
T4bN0 is classified to stage Ⅲa in colon cancer, but to 



were reviewed[2,3], and data on colon cancer and rectal 
cancer were analyzed separately. Patients with stage 0 and 
Ⅳ disease were excluded from the study. 5-year OS rate 
data were extracted according to 25 combinations of  the 
T stage (1 = T1, 2 = T2, 3 = T3, 4 = T4a, and 5 = T4b) 
and N stage (0 = N0, 1 = N1a, 2 = N1b, 3 = N2a, and 
4 = N2b). Stage N1c (tumor deposit) was also excluded 
from the study because no data were available. 

As T and N stage scores are independent variables, 
and 5-year OS rates are dependent variables, three-
dimensional (3D) scatter plots were constructed to dem-
onstrate the relationships of  the T stage, N stage and OS. 
In addition, multiple linear regressions were calculated to 
elucidate the quantitative relationships of  these param-
eters. For example:

OS = (c-b1 × T - b2 × N) × 100%
where c is the survival constant, and b1 and b2 are the 

mean coefficients of  regression of  T and N. According 
to the coefficients of  regression, we get:

αOS/αT = b1, αOS/αN = b1

This means that when the T stage changes by one 
unit, the relative influence on OS is b1, and when the N 
stage changes by one unit, the relative influence on OS 
is b2. Therefore, the relative influence on OS of  the T 
stage and N stage is b1:b2. Since OS is only influenced by 
2 indicators, T and N, according to the relative influence 
on OS of  T and N, we can calculate the normalization 
weights of  the indicators T and N. For example, the 
weight of  T is: 

WT = b1/(b1 + b2) × 100%
and the weight of  N is:
WN = 1 - WT.
The scores of  TN combinations are the scores of  

each stage multiplied by its weight. For example, TN 
scores for T4aN0 = WT × 4 + WN × 0, and TN scores 
for T2N2b = WT × 2 + WN × 4 (WT is the weight of  
T, and WN is the weight of  N). This concept was derived 
from a comprehensive evaluation of  all the available data, 
which balances the various indicators. Using this method, 
the scores of  25 TN combinations of  T stage and N 
stage were calculated. 

Subsequently, we used cluster analysis (also called 
group analysis; a statistical analysis method for studying 
the classification of  samples or indicators[5]) of  the TN 
scores to rearrange the TNM staging system.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS® ver-
sion 16.0. A P value < 0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

RESULTS
Multiple linear regressions of T stage, N stage and OS
Both T and N stages significantly affect the OS of  pa-
tients with colorectal cancer. The 3D scatter plots of  T 
and N stages and 5-year OS for colon cancer are shown 
in Figure 2A and B. The multiple regression equation 
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stage Ⅲb in rectal cancer. This is the first attempt to 
revise the established TNM staging system for colorec-
tal cancer by shaking the keystone of present classifica-
tion based on the lymph nodes status. 
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INTRODUCTION
The American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) tumor 
node metastasis (TNM) staging system is widely used to 
predict the prognosis for patients with colorectal cancer 
and to guide adjuvant therapy after potentially cura-
tive surgery. The 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM staging 
system was published in 2010[1]. Patients with colorectal 
cancer, which directly invades or is adherent to other 
organs or structures, have poorer prognoses. As a result, 
stage T4 was stratified to T4a and T4b, and patients with 
T4bN0 lesions were reclassified from stage Ⅱb to Ⅱc. 
Similarly, T1-2N2 was moved from stage Ⅲc to Ⅲa/Ⅲ
b. These changes reflect the fact that the T stage affects 
survival in colorectal cancer patients more significantly 
than previously believed.

The most obvious drawback of  the AJCC TNM stag-
ing system is that the relative weighting of  the N stage 
is over-estimated. Except for patients in stage Ⅳ, all pa-
tients with lymph node involvement are defined as stage 
Ⅲ. However, data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, 
and End Results (SEER) program has shown that the 
5-year observed survival (OS) of  stage Ⅲa patients (T1-
2N1 and T1N2a) matches that of  stage Ⅰ patients[2,3]. On 
the other hand, stage Ⅱc patients have a poorer prog-
nosis, equivalent to that of  stage Ⅲb patients (Figure 1). 
In other words, the 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM stag-
ing system fails to predict survival linearly by stage. In a 
study in which survival data for 1165 Japanese colorectal 
cancer patients were calculated according to 7th edition 
of  the AJCC TNM staging system, it was found that after 
stage Ⅰ, patients in stage Ⅲa unexpectedly showed the 
best prognosis[4].

As we were concerned that the T stage may have a 
greater impact on the survival of  colorectal cancer pa-
tients following potentially curative surgery than that 
proposed in the updated 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM 
staging system, we analyzed open SEER data further to 
clarify the impact of  different T and N stage weights on 
survival. In doing so, we propose a revised scheme for 
the 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM staging system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Open SEER population-based data from 1992 to 2004 



for colon cancer is: OS = (97.432 - 10.56T - 7.812N) × 
100%. The relative weight of  T = 0.58, and the relative 
weight of  N = 0.42. These calculations indicate that the 
T stage affects colon cancer survival more significantly 
than the N stage.

The 3D scatter plots of  T and N stages and 5-year 
OS for rectal cancer are shown in Figure 2C and D. The 
multiple regression equation for rectal cancer is: OS = 
(99.108 - 11.356T - 7.194N) × 100%. The relative weight 
of  T = 0.61 and the relative weight of  N = 0.39. Thus, 
the T stage appears to have greater weight in rectal cancer 
than in colon cancer.

TN scores and cluster analysis
The 25 combinations of  T and N stages and the corre-
sponding 5-year OS of  colon cancer and rectal cancer are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. According to the 
TN scores, the TNM staging system can be rearranged 
to stage Ⅰ (TN score ≤ 1.0), stage Ⅱ (1.0 < TN score 
≤ 2.0), stage Ⅲa (2.0 < TN score ≤ 3.0), stage Ⅲb (3.0 
< TN score ≤ 4.0), and stage Ⅲc (TN score > 4.0). The 

proposed TNM staging system according to these TN 
scores fits well with the 5-year OS of  colorectal cancer 
patients after potentially curative surgery (Figures 3 and 4). 
The summary of  our proposed TNM staging system is 
shown in Table 3.

DISCUSSION
The present study and Mori’s report[4] both found that 
the 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM staging system cannot 
accurately predict the survival of  patients with colorectal 
cancer, especially for stages Ⅱc and Ⅲa[4]. It is easy to 
misinterpret the prognosis of  Ⅱc as being better than 
that of  Ⅲa. This defect of  the current TNM staging 
system originates from the inherent notion that lymph 
node metastases (N stage) affect the prognosis more sig-
nificantly than local invasion (T stage), and this opinion is 
reflected in the current classification of  stages Ⅱ and Ⅲ 
colorectal cancer. Although patients with T4bN0 have a 
lower 5-year survival rate than many stage Ⅲa/b patients, 
they are still currently classified as stage Ⅱc. Recent data 
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Figure 1  Relationship between survival of colorectal cancer patients and stages of the American Joint Committee on Cancer 7th edition tumor node me-
tastasis staging system. A: The 5-year observed survival rate of colorectal cancer patients according to 25 combinations of T and N stages of the American Joint 
Committee on Cancer (AJCC) 7th edition tumor node metastasis (TNM) staging system; B: The median 5-year observed survival rate of colorectal cancer patients for 
overall stages (Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲa, Ⅲb and Ⅲc) according to the 7th edition of the AJCC TNM staging system. Colon cancer is represented by the solid black grids. Rectal 
cancer is represented by the white grids (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results open data).
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standardized colorectal cancer surgery, with their greater 
lymph node yields, has reduced loco-regional recurrences 
and thereby improved survival rates[10,11]. On the other 
hand, patients with locally advanced (especially T4) tu-
mors have a higher risk of  local recurrence and peritoneal 
and distant metastases, resulting in poorer outcomes[12].

The findings of  the present study support the hy-
pothesis that the weight of  T stage has been under-esti-
mated in colorectal cancer patients. The relative weights 
of  the T and N stages were 0.58 and 0.42, respectively, 
in colon cancer, and 0.61 and 0.39, respectively, in rectal 
cancer. To confirm that the T stage should carry more 
weight in the TNM staging system, our study calculated 
25 categories of  TN scores according to different T/N 
weightings. The survival rate decreased with increasing 
TN scores with good linear relationships. In addition, 
the proposed rearrangement of  TNM stages according 
to the TN scores also showed good linear relationships 
with survival. Consequently, the traditional classification 
system, which relied more on the N stage, needs to be 
revised to place more emphasis on the T stage. 

It is worth noting that the T stage has even greater 
weight in rectal cancer than in colon cancer, which prob-
ably indicates a higher risk and worse local recurrence 
consequences in rectal cancer. As a result, we propose 
that T4bN0 should be reclassified to stage Ⅲa for colon 

have shown that adjuvant chemotherapy improves both 
the progression-free survival and overall survival of  pa-
tients with stage Ⅱ colon cancer[6], implying that there 
must be some problems with the existing staging system, 
especially in the identification of  stages Ⅱ and Ⅲ.

There are 2 considerations that may be the root of  
the problem. Firstly, the TNM staging system tradition-
ally relies on anatomical staging. The current system 
omits survival benefit because of  the advances in surgery 
and adjuvant therapy in recent decades. As is well known, 
chemotherapy with oxaliplatin and fluorouracil and adju-
vant radiotherapy have significantly improved the prog-
nosis of  patients with stage Ⅱ/Ⅲ colorectal cancer[7]. 
The data on which the 7th edition of  the AJCC staging 
system for colorectal cancer were based were derived 
from the SEER outcome data of  1998-2002, well before 
the findings of  adjuvant trials in stages Ⅱ and Ⅲ became 
available, and they certainly do not reflect current practice 
and prognosis[8,9].

Secondly and more importantly, our data indicate that 
the weight of  the N stage has been over-estimated, and 
that this has been accompanied by an under-estimation 
of  the T stage. This traditional concept needs to be re-
considered and correlated with contemporary survival 
data. The widespread application of  complete mesocolic 
excision (CME) and total mesorectal excision (TME) 
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cancer, but to stage Ⅲb for rectal cancer. In addition, 
T1N1a should be reclassified to stage Ⅰ, rather than 
stage Ⅲa in the 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM staging 

system, and T2N1a-1b and T1N1b-2a should be reclassi-
fied to stage Ⅱ, rather than stage Ⅲa in the 7th edition of  
the AJCC TNM staging system. Our proposed rearrange-

Table 1  Tumor node scores and cluster analysis for colon cancer

AJCC 7th ed TN 
combinations

Patients 
(n )

TN score 5-yr OS Proposed TN 
combinations

Patients 
(n )

TN score 5-yr OS

TNM stage TNM stage

Ⅰ T1N0 10930 0.58 78.7% I T1N0 10930 0.58 78.7%
T2N0 12931 1.16 74.3% T1N1a     643 1.00 76.7%

Ⅱa T3N0 40338 1.74 66.7% Ⅱ T2N0 12931 1.16 74.3%
Ⅱb T4aN0   5020 2.32 60.6% T1N1b     325 1.42 65.8%
Ⅱc T4bN0   3088 2.90 45.7% T2N1a   1270 1.58 72.1%
Ⅲa T1N1a     643 1.00 76.7% T3N0 40338 1.74 66.7%

T2N1a   1270 1.58 72.1% T1N2a       77 1.84 57.4%
T1N1b     325 1.42 65.8% T2N1b     896 2.00 67.7%
T2N1b     896 2.00 67.7% Ⅲa T3N1a   8759 2.16 58.2%
T1N2a       77 1.84 57.4% T1N2b       27 2.26 55.0%

Ⅲb T2N2a     300 2.41 66.6% T4aN0   5020 2.32 60.6%
T3N1a   8759 2.16 58.2% T2N2a     300 2.41 66.6%
T4aN1a   1311 2.74 52.2% T3N1b   9107 2.58 51.7%
T3N1b   9107 2.58 51.7% T4aN1a   1311 2.74 52.2%
T1N2b       27 2.26 55.0% T2N2b       95 2.84 51.0%
T2N2b       95 2.84 51.0% T4bN0   3088 2.90 45.7%
T4aN1b   1460 3.16 42.1% T3N2a   5331 3.00 42.8%
T3N2a   5331 3.00 42.8% Ⅲb T4aN1b   1460 3.16 42.1%

Ⅲc T4aN2a     982 3.58 32.5% T4bN1a     845 3.32 30.6%
T3N2b   3235 3.42 30.4% T3N2b   3235 3.42 30.4%
T4bN1a     845 3.32 30.6% T4aN2a     982 3.58 32.5%
T4bN1b     929 3.74 25.4% T4bN1b     929 3.74 25.4%
T4bN2a     730 4.16 18.3% T4aN2b     671 4.00 17.5%
T4aN2b     671 4.00 17.5% Ⅲc T4bN2a     730 4.16 18.3%
T4bN2b     653 4.58 12.9% T4bN2b     653 4.58 12.9%

OS: Observed survival. AJCC: American Joint Committee on Cancer; TNM: Tumor node metastasis.

Table 2  Tumor node scores and cluster analysis for rectal cancer

AJCC 7th ed TN 
combinations

Patients 
(n )

TN score 5-yr OS Proposed TN 
combinations

Patients 
(n )

TN score 5-yr OS

TNM stage TNM stage

Ⅰ T1N0   3348 0.61 81.4% I T1N0   3348 0.61 81.4%
T2N0   6613 1.22 75.7% T1N1a     274 1.00 75.7%

Ⅱa T3N0 10615 1.83 64.0% Ⅱ T2N0   6613 1.22 75.7%
Ⅱb T4aN0     818 2.44 55.7% T1N1b     170 1.39 75.9%
Ⅱc T4bN0     769 3.05 44.7% T2N1a     923 1.61 72.7%
Ⅲa T1N1a     274 1.00 75.7% T1N2a       62 1.78 73.8%

T2N1a     923 1.61 72.7% T3N0 10615 1.83 64.0%
T1N1b     170 1.39 75.9% T2N1b     641 2.00 68.9%
T2N1b     641 2.00 68.9% Ⅲa T1N2b       24 2.17 53.2%
T1N2a       62 1.78 73.8% T3N1a   2758 2.22 55.4%

Ⅲb T2N2a     302 2.39 58.2% T2N2a     302 2.39 58.2%
T3N1a   2758 2.22 55.4% T4aN0     818 2.44 55.7%
T4aN1a     218 2.83 53.2% T3N1b   3029 2.61 49.7%
T3N1b   3029 2.61 49.7% T2N2b     120 2.78 41.7%
T1N2b       24 2.17 53.2% T4aN1a     218 2.83 53.2%
T2N2b     120 2.78 41.7% T3N2a   1964 3.00 42.5%
T4aN1b     262 3.22 43.9% T4bN0     769 3.05 44.7%
T3N2a   1964 3.00 42.5% Ⅲb T4aN1b     262 3.22 43.9%

Ⅲc T4aN2a     199 3.61 44.3% T3N2b   1791 3.39 32.0%
T3N2b   1791 3.39 32.0% T4bN1a     201 3.44 24.4%
T4bN1a     201 3.44 24.4% T4aN2a     199 3.61 44.3%
T4bN1b     222 3.83 24.0% T4bN1b     222 3.83 24.0%
T4bN2a     156 4.22 18.5% T4aN2b     198 4.00 24.5%
T4aN2b     198 4.00 24.5% Ⅲc T4bN2a     156 4.22 18.5%
T4bN2b     152 4.61 12.3% T4bN2b     152 4.61 12.3%

OS: Observed survival; AJCC: American Joint Committee on Cancer; TNM: Tumor node metastasis.
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ment of  the TNM staging system reflects the significance 
of  the T stage in colorectal cancer and abandons the rigid 
classification by lymph node status, similar to the TNM 
staging system for gastric cancer[13]. It should be noted, 
however, that there may be potential biases arising from 
the SEER database, because the survival of  patients can 
also be affected by factors such as surgical procedures, 
adjuvant therapies, and the number of  lymph nodes, etc. 
Consequently, the reliability of  our findings should be 
validated not only with regard to individual SEER data 
and other datasets, but also with regard to other staging 
systems, such as the 5th edition of  the TNM staging sys-
tem, which is used in Europe[4,14,15].

As mentioned above, patients who previously were 
classified as stage Ⅲa (T1-2N1 and T1N2a) should now 
be reclassified as stage Ⅰ or Ⅱ. As the use of  adjuvant 
therapy remains problematic for patients with colon can-
cer, information on treatment approaches was omitted in 
our study. In this regard, there are 2 factors to be consid-
ered. Firstly, stage Ⅲa patients receive adjuvant therapy 
to improve their prognosis. Secondly, patients who have 
a good prognosis do not need either adjuvant therapy or 
intensive adjuvant therapy. Considering that patients with 

both stages Ⅱ and Ⅲ rectal cancer previously received 
adjuvant radiochemotherapy, some stage Ⅲa patients still 
have a better prognosis than those in stage Ⅱ. It is specu-
lated that some stage Ⅲa colorectal cancer patients have 
a naturally good prognosis, no matter which treatment is 
offered. As stage Ⅲ patients traditionally receive adjuvant 
therapy, this issue should be clarified in future trials.

The question as to how to classify tumor deposits 
was not considered in this study. Peri-tumor deposits 
first emerged as prognostic indicators in the 5th edition 
of  the AJCC TNM staging system in 1997[14]. A tumor 
nodule > 3 mm in diameter in the perirectal or pericolic 
adipose tissue, without histologic evidence of  residual 
lymph node tissue, is classified as a regional lymph node 
metastasis (N category). A tumor nodule up to 3 mm in 
diameter is classified within the T category. These defini-
tions are called the 3 mm rule. In the 6th edition of  the 
AJCC TNM staging system published in 2002, the 3 mm 
rule was replaced by the contour rule[16]. A tumor nodule 
without histologic evidence of  a residual lymph node is 
now classified within the N category if  the nodule has 
the form and smooth contour of  a lymph node. If  the 
nodule has an irregular contour, it is classified within the 
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Figure 3  Relationship between survival of colon cancer patients and stages of the revised tumor node metastasis staging system. A: The 5-year observed 
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T category. In the 7th edition of  the AJCC TNM stag-
ing system, the definition of  tumor deposits is left to the 
discretion of  the pathologist[1]. Colorectal cancer with an 

adjacent tumor deposit but no lymph node metastasis is 
now classified as N1c. The definition and classification of  
tumor deposits have kept changing in recent editions of  
TNM staging systems on the basis of  expert consensus 
instead of  high level evidence. There is some evidence 
to support the view that the 5th edition of  TNM staging 
system is the best choice to define peri-tumoral tumor 
deposits in colorectal cancer[17,18].

The average number of  lymph nodes within the 
SEER dataset was not well defined. Of  the 109953 co-
lon cancer cases in the SEER dataset, 13 or more lymph 
nodes were harvested in 37% of  patients. As a result, 
it is easy to see how understaging can occur within the 
SEER dataset, especially for stage Ⅱ patients. However, 
in terms of  the average number of  lymph nodes, the 
SEER dataset is equivalent to other databases. For ex-
ample, in US hospital data, more than 60% of  hospitals 
(792/1296) failed to archive a compliance benchmark 
for the 12-node measure[19]. A nationwide population-
based study in the Netherlands showed that the median 
number of  lymph nodes harvested in colon cancer was 
only 8[20]. However, the latest study based on SEER data 

Table 3  Summary of proposed tumor node metastasis staging 
system

Proposed TNM 
stage for colon 
cancer

TN 
combinations

Proposed TNM 
stage for rectal 

cancer

TN 
combinations

Ⅰ T1N0-1a Ⅰ T1N0-1a
Ⅱ T1N1b-2a Ⅱ T1N1b-2a

T2N0-1b T2N0-1b
T3N0 T3N0

Ⅲa T1N2b Ⅲa T1N2b
T2N2a-2b T2N2a-2b
T3N1a-2a T3N1a-2a
T4aN0-1a T4aN0-1a

T4bN0
Ⅲb T3N2b Ⅲb T3N2b

T4aN1b-2b T4aN1b-2b
T4bN1a-1b T4bN0-1b

Ⅲc T4bN2a-2b Ⅲc T4bN2a-2b

TNM: Tumor node metastasis.
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shows that the detection of  fewer lymph nodes does 
not result in understaging. Although the proportion of  
patients with 12 or more lymph nodes has increased over 
the period 1988 to 2008 (from 34.6% in 1988-1990 to 
73.6% in 2006-2008, P < 0.001), this has not resulted in 
a significant overall increase in the proportion of  node-
positive cases (40% in 1988-1990 vs 42% in 2006-2008, P 
= 0.53). Therefore the “upstaging” hypothesis as the pri-
mary basis for improved survival in patients with more 
lymph nodes is questionable[21].

It is difficult to evaluate the accurate stage for many 
patients with advanced rectal cancer who receive neoad-
juvant chemoradiotherapy. While some cases of  rectal 
cancer will respond and downstage, a stratified analysis 
was not possible in this study because adjuvant and pallia-
tive treatments are anfractuous between patients, and also 
because fewer patients received neoadjuvant treatment at 
the time the SEER data were collected (1998-2002). As 
a result, rectal cancer patients who did or did not receive 
neoadjuvant treatment were included together in this 
study without stratification. There are 3 reasons sup-
porting the lack of  stratification in this study. Firstly, the 
outcomes of  rectal cancer after preoperative treatment 
are decided by the post-treatment pathologic stage rather 
than preoperative stage[22]. Secondly, pretreatment stages 
are not absolutely accurate, even when magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) or endorectal ultrasound have been 
employed[23]. Thirdly, the proposed TNM staging system 
for rectal cancer in this study is remarkably similar to that 
for colon cancer, but with no stratification for treatment. 
T4b is the exception in rectal cancer. Although our study 
showed that T4b has greater weight in rectal cancer than 
in colon cancer, it is not clear whether this is an intrinsic 
fact or a fault due to the lack of  stratification for treat-
ment. As mentioned above, the influence of  treatment is 
difficult to assess considering the various treatments, es-
pecially after cancer recurrences. Prospective, randomized 
clinical trials comparing the prognosis of  patients with 
high T stages but negative lymph nodes and patients with 
low T stages and low-positive N stages who received the 
same adjuvant therapy may be helpful to clarify this prob-
lem. It is worth noting that the MERCURY study found 
that postoperative ypT stage and circumferential resec-
tion margin (CRM), but not the post-treatment N status, 
were important predictors of  the outcome of  locally-
advanced rectal cancer after neoadjuvant therapy[24,25]. 
This finding also implies that the T stage may affect the 
outcome of  rectal cancer more significantly than the N 
stage. In the future, a separate staging system should be 
made for rectal cancer which emphasizes the T stage and 
the CRM status.

In conclusion, in the present study, we found that the 
T stage affects colorectal cancer survival more significant-
ly than the N stage. Therefore, it is reasonable to stratify 
TNM stages according to relative T and N weightings. In 
our proposed rearrangement of  the TNM staging sys-
tem, T4bN0 should be reclassified as stage Ⅲa in colon 
cancer and stage Ⅲb in rectal cancer, while patients pre-
viously classified as Ⅲa (T1-2N1 and T1N2a) should be 

reassigned to stage Ⅰ or Ⅱ. Our proposed TNM staging 
system based on relative T and N weightings should be 
examined in future prospective, randomized controlled 
trials and stratified studies.
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COMMENTS
Background
The American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM staging system is wide-
ly used to predict the prognosis for patients with colorectal cancer and to guide 
adjuvant therapy after potentially curative surgery. The 7th edition of the AJCC 
TNM staging system for colorectal cancer, which was published in 2010, cannot 
predict survival linearly by stage. For example, the 5-year observed survival of 
stage Ⅲa patients (T1-2N1 and T1N2a) matches that of stage Ⅰ patients. On 
the other hand, stage IIc patients have a poorer prognosis, equivalent to that of 
stage Ⅲb patients.
Research frontiers
In the 7th edition TNM staging system, stage T4 was stratified to T4a and T4b, 
and patients with T4bN0 lesions were reclassified from stage Ⅱb to Ⅱc. These 
changes reflect the fact that the T stage affects survival in colorectal cancer 
patients more significantly than previously believed.
Innovations and breakthroughs
Authors found that for colon cancer, the relative T and N stage weights were 0.58 
and 0.42, respectively, and for rectal cancer, the relative T and N stage weights 
were 0.61 and 0.39, respectively. It appears that T stage has greater weight in 
rectal cancer than in colon cancer (which would be consistent with the greater 
risk of local recurrence seen with rectal cancer). Moreover, the authors propose 
a revised scheme for the 7th edition tumor node metastasis (TNM) staging 
system. Consequently, T4bN0 is classified to Ⅲa in colon cancer, but to Ⅲb 
in rectal cancer. It is the first try to revise established TNM staging system for 
colorectal cancer by shaking the keystone of lymph nodes status (N stage).
Applications
In the present study, authors found that the T stage affects colorectal cancer 
survival more significantly than the N stage. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
stratify TNM stages according to relative T and N weightings in future revision 
of the TNM staging system.
Terminology
Cluster analysis, also called group analysis, is a statistical analysis method for 
studying the classification of samples or indicators. In this study, the TNM stag-
ing system is rearranged according to the cluster analysis results of TN scores.
Peer review
The authors analyzed the relationship between the survival and stages of 
colorectal cancer using AJCC 7th edition TNM staging system. They found the 
7th edition TNM staging system for colorectal cancer cannot predict survival 
linearly by stage, but the relative weight of T stage has more impact on patients 
survival based on multiple linear regression analysis. Even the criteria used 
in the TNM system have varied over time according to the different editions 
that AJCC and UICC have released, one aim for adopting a global standard is 
to give an indication of prognosis and assist in the evaluation of the results of 
treatment. To predict the survival of colorectal cancer more accurate, more and 
new factors should be introduced into the evaluation system. The authors found 
the relative weight of T/N stage is a factor that could predict survival effectively. 
It is novel for TNM staging system.
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